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A new, more consistent, shape has been given to the
theory of pressure broadening of spectral lines recently
published by the author. In contradistinction to other
theories, the present theory constitutes a very close
analogy to the theory of intensity distribution in molecular
spectra. There is no doubt that both phenomena are due
to the same cause, i.e. , to the relative movements of
atomic nuclei. Thus, the theoretical treatment of both
must be identical as far as possible. The method used by
James and Coolidge for the calculations of intensity dis-
tribution in H2 and D2 continuous spectra can be adapted
to the calculations of the profiles of broadened lines. In
this case, presumably, it will not be possible to represent
the intensity distribution in a closed form. In order to
obtain a closed form, Condon's method (the quantum
mechanical form of the Franck-Condon principle) is

applied, and the Wentzel-Kranlers-Brillouin approxima'te
eigenfunctions are used for nuclear motions. The limita-

tions of applicability of this approximation are discussed
(the same limitations apply a fortiori to the applicability
of every theory based on the classical description of

- nuclear motions). Because of the above simplifications, the
resulting intensity distribution formula must be con-
sidered as an asymptotic one only, valid in a restricted
region of frequencies of the broadened line and only in the
case of heavy atoms and high temperatures (it certainly
fails in the case of broadening by light gases such as He

hand H2 or electrons), though it still constitutes a better
approximation than that previously published. Apart from
a correction which is in most cases insignificant, it is
identical with Kuhn's intensity distribution obtained on
the basis of the primitive form of the Franck-Condon
principle. The present paper is drafted so as to be com-
prehensible to the reader withou t knowledge of the pre-
ceding papers of the author, the main results of which are
being included here.

I. INTRODUCTION

s INCR 1937 I have developed in several
papers' a theory of pressure broadening of

spectral lines differing from other theories inas-
much as it constitutes a close analogy to the
quantum-mechanical treatment of intensity dis-
tribution of molecular spectra. The causes which
induced me to publish one more paper on this
subject are these: a new, more consistent, and,
I hope, more digestible form is given to the
theory ', a better approximation is reached in the
approximate final formula; the limitations of its
applicability are discussed (these limitations

apply u fortiori to all other theories published

hitherto); and the way to still better approxi-
mations is indicated. Besides, it seemed neces-

sary to emphasize once more the close analogy
between the mechanism of pressure broadening
and of the production of molecular spectra. This
analogy is overlooked in most of the papers
published recently. There is a predominating
tendency to keep as close as possible to the clas-

' A. Jablonski, Acta Phys. Pol. 6, 371 (1937) (henceforth
designated by J.1); Acta Phys. Pol. 7', 196 (1938) (J.2);
Physica 8, 541 (1940) (J.3). One more paper published in
Acta Phys. Pol. is not accessible and wi11 not be quoted
here.
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sical collision damping theories. - These theories,
although their aesthetic value must not be under-
estimated, cannot give better information about
pressure broadening of spectral lines than does
the classical treatment of molecular spectra'
(consisting of Fourier analysis of electronic fre-
quencies modulated by nuclear vibrations) about
intensity distribution in molecular spectra. Since
the quantum-mechanical procedure, in which the
nuclear motions are described by eigenfunctions,
leads to very satisfactory results in the case of
molecular spectra, 4 one can reasonably expect
that the same procedure applied to pressure
broadening of spectral lines will give good
results as well. After all, both phenomena are due
to the same cause, that is, to the relative move-

' H. A. Lorentz, Proc. Amst. Acad. 8, 591 (1906); W.
Lenz, Zeits. f. Physik 25, 299 (1924); 80, 423 (1933); 83,
139 (1933); V. Weisskopf, Zeits. f. Physik '75, 287 (1932)
and Physik. Zeits. 34, 1 (1933) (henceforth designated by
W. 1 and W.2 respectively).' W. Lenz, Zeits. f. Physik 25, 299 (1924); H. Sponer and
E. Teller, Rev. Mod. Phys. 13, 75 (1941), (henceforth
quoted as S.T.).

4 S. W. Brown, Zeits. f. Physik 82, 768 (1933); A. S.
Coolidge, H. M. James and R. D. Present, J. Chem. Phys.
4, 193 (1936); H. M. James and A. S. Coolidge, Phys.
Rev. 55, 184 (1939); A. S. Coolidge, Phys. Rev. 65, 236
(1944). (The last three papers will be quoted henceforth
by C.J.P., J.C. and C. respectively).
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ments of nuclei. It is expedient to recall briefly
the main outlines of ITiolecular theory, ' which
can have direct application to the pressure
broadening theory.

According to Born and Oppenheimer, ' an
eigenfunction P„~, which arises from the relative
movement of all constituents (electrons and
nuclei) of a molecule can in most cases be written
approximately as

where f,~ denotes the electronic eigenfunction,
depending upon electronic and nuclear positions,
a,nd f„„,q is the vibrational eigenfunction, de-
pending upon the relative positions of nuclei
only. The total eigenfunction of a molecule can
be obtained by multiplying P„& by the rotational
eigenfunction f„& (for restrictions cf. S.T.).
Since the last function is unimportant in our
problem, ' we shall omit it in further considera-
tions. The energy corresponding to P„~ is ap-
proximately equal' to the sum of electronic
energy, E,&, and translational energy of the
nucle& +g~c] ~

~rcl +cl+~nucl

The transition probabilities are proportional to
D' (square of matrix elements); D being given

by:

account, there results Condon's approximation
(the quantum-mechanical form of the Franck-
Condon principle); the integral (3) becomes:

where

9HA Pnuc lgnucld &nun 1 RO+
&

ai

I+ If
+v'v'' 4'nuclgnucld&nucly

~J
(6)

A„," being the probability of a change of the
vibrational state, say from v" to v', accompany-
ing the electronic transition in the molecule. '

For qualitative estimations of A, ," the clas-
sical form of the Franck-Condon principle
(F.C.P.) can be very useful. It can be formulated
as follows

If there occurs an electronic transition in a
system of N atoms (as in an N-atomic molecule),
no one of the N nuclei makes any considerable
instantaneous change in its position or mo-

mentum while the transition occurs. There is
an instantaneous change of mutual potential
energy only, the last being dependent on the
electronic state of the system (or its con-
stituents) .

If rotational energy is omitted, the emitted or
absorbed energy quantum is (in each of the
above approximations)

fk If

J 0'rel~greld &eld &n eel

tg tg It tf

J
4~el fnuc1~4'elf'nucld&eld&nucl

I+ II
tK4'cue lion u c 1d me c 1 p

II I ff f II
fico =arel arel +el +el++encl +encl (7)

Each of the above approximations can be
adapted to the theory of pressure broadening of
spectral lines, but, so far, only the primitive

(3) form of the F.C.P."and its quantum-mechanical
form" have actually been used.

where M is the variable part of electric moment
of the molecule.

Further simplification is obtained by expand-
ing K (depending on normal coordinates «) in

power series
I

K=KO+Q;K;$+Q~~R~i)~«+. , (4)

and neglecting all the terms but, say, the first
two. If only the first term Ko is taken into

~ Cf. S. T., reference 3.' M. Born and R. Oppenheimer, Ann. d. Physik 84, 457
(1927); Cf. S.T., reference 3.' Cf. J.1.

E. U. Condon, Phys. Rev. 32, 825 (1928). It can be
2

easily shown that P„A, ,"= 1, if summation is carried out
over all the existing states v'. Eventually, integration over
continuous states has to be carried out. The same relation
holds for transitions from one particular state v' to all

2

existing states v":g„~A„,«=1. (Cf. A. Jabionski, Acta
Phys. Pol. 6, 360 (1937).)

9 A. Jablonski, Zeits, f. Physik 73, 281 (1931).
'0 A. Jablonski, Zeits. f. Physik 70, 723 (1931);H. Mar-

genau, Phys. Rev. 40, 387 (1932); M. Kulp, Zeits. f.
Physik 79, 495 (1932); H. Kuhn, Phil. Mag. 18, 987 (1934)
and Proc. Roy. Soc. A158 and 212 (1937). (The last paper
will be henceforth designated by K.) For further literature
see H. Margenau and W. W. Watson, Rev. Mod. Phys. 8,
22 (1937).

~ W. 1 and W.2, reference 2; J.1, J.2, and J.3, reference 1,
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If the law of conservation of energy is taken
into account; the primitive F.C.P, leads to

Ksuci &nuol = V ($) V ($)r

(the difference of potential energies in two elec-
tronic states, in relative positions of the nuclei
occupied during the electronic transition) and

(7) becomes

k(o =8,&' B.&"—+V'($) —V"($). (9)

Equation (9) constitutes the starting point of
pressure broadening theories, based on the
classical F.C.P. (statistical. or potential theories). ,

The classica1 theories' are based on the as-
sumption that atoms or molecules emit a wave
train of variable frequency (the frequency being
dependent on the positions of moving nuclei).
The intensity distribution is calculated by
means of Fourier analysis of variable frequency
(and eventually ot variable amplitude too). The
classical theories of intensity distribution in

molecular spectra as well as those of pressure
broadening of spectral lines cannot claim to
describe the phenomena adequately (unless it is
rigorously demonstrated). The same applies to
theories, which, though based on Dirac's theory
of radiation, describe the nuclear motion clas-
sically by

'
considering merely the electronic

energy levels as functions of time (their vari-
ability being assumed caused by the nuclear
movements) ."

An attempt to bridge the gulf between the
classical and quantum-mechanical treatment of
the problem has been made by Weisskopf. '
Because of excessive simplihcations his demon-

stration cannot be considered as convincing.
Actually he has shown that, for the case of recti-
linear motion of a radiating or absorbing atom
in a potential field, the integral (6) can be trans-
formed 'into an integral of the Fourier type, if
Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (W.K.B.) eigenfunc-

tions are used. The Fourier integral is then
identical with that constituting the starting
point of the classical pressure broadening theories.
The assumption of rectilinear motion is incom-

patible with the fact that the atomic collision

'~ H. Margenau and %V. W. Katson, reference 2G;
L. Spitzer, Jr., Phys. Rev. 55, 699 (1939); 56, 39 (1939);
and 58, 348 (194G). I do not share the opinion expressed
by L. Spitzer that a formula obtained in this way would
represent the "true" intensity distribution.

problen1 is a central force problem. The dif6culty
arising from the failure of W.K.B.approximatioa
in the region of the point of closest approach of
the colliding atoms (classical turning point) is
not surmounted by Weisskopf's treatment, but
merely completely camouflaged. As will be
shown further, this diSculty is quite a serious
one. In addition, Weisskopf treats the con-
tinuous translational energy spectrum as a dis-
crete one should be treated, thus omitting an
important factor in the final intensity distribu-
tion formula. "Moreover, there is no justihcation
in the case of a gas consisting, say, of m atoms for
replacing the nuclear eigenfunction, which can
be approximately written as a product of eigen-
functions of the particular nuclei

merely by means of a single eigenfunction de-
scribing the rectilinear motion of the absorbing
(or emitting) atom in a fixed potential field.
Further simplihcations have been introduced by
Weisskopf in order to obtain the classical col-
lision damping formula. Weisskopf neglects all
the collisions with impact parameters p larger
than a certain optical co11ision radius pp, the
effect produced by those with p &pp being
assumed independent of p. Thus, Weisskopf's
theory cannot possibly describe the phenomena
adequately.

A theory concerning the particular case of
broadening of resonance lines by intrinsic
pressure was developed by Houston. "There is
no reason, however, to suppose that the present
theory cannot embrace this particular case too.

But the last word belongs, of course, to ex-
periment. This word, however, seems not yet
to have been pronounced. One of the causes is

"In the case of continuous eigenvalues, eigendiEerentials
instead of eigenfunctions must be used. If, by using a
limited space, the continuous spectrum is transformed into
a discrete one, a factor, denoting the density of energy
levels, appears in the intensity distribution formula. This
factor being omitted in %eisskopf's considerations, an
incorrect dependence of the width of the line on energy of
collision (i.e., of the temperature of the gas) is obtained.

'4&. V. Houston, Phys. Rev. 54, 884 (2938). In this
theory too, the nuclear motion is treated classically. The
papers of Furssow and Wlasow, mentioned by Houston,
were not accessible to the writer. The same applies to the
paper by E. Lindholm (Ark. Math. Astr. Fys. 283, 1,
No. 3 (1943)).
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the lack of knowledge of the exact form of
potential curves, " which prevents theoretical
results su%ciently accurate for experimental
distinction between different competing theories
from being obtained. Experimental difficulties
and the difhculties of exact numerical computa-
tions constitute the other causes. Yet, one can
assert that the primitive form of Lorentz-
Weisskopf-Lenz collision damping theory is
certainly incompatible with experimental re-
sults. Except in the case of broadening by dipole
interaction (observed by Rompe and Schulz), the
intensity distribution does not result from the
above theory. But even the case of dipole inter-
action cannot be considered as a proof of the
collision damping theory, because in this par-
ticular case the observed dispersion intensity
distribution results not only from the above
theory but also from the statistical ones. "

According to Unsold" the variation of equiva-
lent breadths throughout the Mg series 3'P —n'D
in the solar spectrum agrees well with collision
damping theory if it is assumed that the lines
are broadened by the Stark effect caused by
electrons and ions. However, the theoretical
values used by Unsold in his calculations do not
agree at all with the later experimental results
of Eckarth. "If the experimental values of Stark
effect constants are put into Unsold's formulae,
the agreement disappears entirely. Thus, Un-
sold's results too by no means confirm the
Lorentz-Weisskopf-Lenz theory.

As shown by Kuhn, " Minkowski, " and
Ruhmkorf" the intensity distribution in a
certain range of frequencies within the broadened
lines agrees well with that predicted by statis-
tical theories. The same distribution (apart from
a factor, constituting as a rule only an insig-
nificant correction) results from the present
theory for the asymptotic case of heavy atoms
having large kinetic energy. "The limitations of

~~ Cf. e.g. , L. cropper, Phys. Rev. 55, 1095 (1939)."K, reference 10.
'7 A. Unsold, Zeits. f. Astrophys. 12, 56 (1936)."H. Eckarth, Zeits. f. Physik 107, 182 (1937)."K.reference 9; R. Minkowski, Zeits. f. Physik 93, 731

(1935) and H. A. Ruhmkorf, Ann. d. Physik [5j 33, 21
(1938).

The distribution obtained in J.3 (reference 1) divers
by a factor 2 from the statistical distribution of Kuhn.
The present formula constitutes a better approximation.' H. Horodniczy and A. Jablonski, Nature 142, 1122
(1938) and 144, 594 (1939).

its applicability are discussed in IX. These ex-
periments thus support the present theory as
well. The experiments of Horodniczy and the
writer, " though perhaps not very precise ones,
show that any influence of the temperature,
that is, of the number of collisions per second,
is much less pronounced than was to be expected
according to Weisskopf and can also be con-
sidered as supporting rather the statistical
theories (and thus the present the'ory as well).

Although below merely an asymptotic dis-
tribution is obtained (mainly because of the
difficulties of more exact calculations of integral
(6)), the way is still open to more precise cal-
culations. The most suitable way seems to be
the use of a differential analyser for calculations
of eigenfunctions describing the nuclear move-
ments and the integrals (6) or eventually, if
necessary, (3). This method was used very suc-
cessfully by Coolidge, James, and Present" for
calculations of intensity distribution in H2 and
D2 continuous spectra.

II. ON THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF A
QUANTITY COMPOSED OF A SUM OF QUAN-
TITIES WITH PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF
A PARTICULAR FORM INDEPENDENT OF ONE
ANOTHER

The problem we shall consider here has a
direct application to the theory of pressure
broadening. Although it does not constitute a
characteristic feature of this particular theory,
nevertheless its solution is essential for estima-
tion of the conditions in which the single transits
of atoms past each other are so predominant that
the multiple transits can be neglected. More-
over, this makes it possible eventually to take
into account also the multiple transits.

The problem is: The probability distributions
Pi(xi), P2(x2), P„(x„) of certain quantities
x~, x2, x„being given, calculate the proba-
bility distribution P(X) of

. n

X=+ x,
i=1

on the assumption that the P, (fx~) are inde-
pendent of one another.

The general case, when P, (x,) are not specified,

' C.J.P. ; J.C., reference 4.



p+QO

e= ) W(x;)dx;.

is of little interest and is trivial, When the ~ must be given by
probability distribution

Here, ~ denotes the probability of x;&0.
of an algebra1c suIII of n —1 quantities is known, Now we shall show that if all P,(x,) are

one obtains the probability distribution P(X) of identical and of the type (11), the probability
distribution

n n—I
X= P x; = Q x;+x.

by forming a product of probabilities

P1,2, ... 1(X—x )P (x )

and integrating" over the whole range of vari-
ability of x„, say, from —~ to +~:

ls:

P(X)dX =
~l 8(X)(1—e)"

" (II)
+pi i

W&"&(X)(1—e)"-" dX, (14)
~=I 4 I')

P(X) =)I P&, I...&m —1&(X—x~) 'P~, (xsi)dx~ (10).

By means of this procedure, one can calculate
the probability distribution of a sum of any
number of quantities by calculating successively
the probability distribution of a sum of two
quantities, then that of three, and so on, until
all thd quantities are taken into account.

The particular form of probability distribution
we shall consider here is that of

where W&I&(X) is identical with W(x~) in (11).
The integral W&"&(X)dX denotes the prob-

d~x
ability that the sum of ~ quantities, none of
which vanish, lies between X and X+AX.
W'"'(X) is obtained from W'" "(X) by a pro-
cedure analogous to that given by (10):

W'"'(X) = t W'" "(X—X.) W&'&(x~)dx, ." (15)

p +QO

Li&(X—x;) (1 —e) + W&'&(X —x~)]JmJ
X Lb(x,)(1—e)+ W"'(x;)]dXdx;

+|I
L&(X—x )~(x,) (1—e)'

+W"'(X—x ) i&(x,) (1 —e)

where Ax; can be arbitrarily small. Thus, we
assume that the probability of x;=0 is 1 —e and
for x;A 0 the probability nf x; being within hx,; is

W(x,)dx, = W(x;) Dx;.
AXI,

For n=2 (14) can be verified immediately by
P, (x,)dx, — L(1 e)g(x)+W(x)]dx, , (11) means of (10) and (15):

J ~~; 'I

For our purposes it will suAice to consider the
slIIlplest case, wllefi PI(x1) =P2(xI) = ' ' 'Pn(xa)
for xl ——x2 ——~ x„.'4 Since

+b(X —x,) (1—e) W&'&(x,)

+W"'(X—x ) W"'(x ) ]dxdx .

P, (x,)dx; b(X) (1—e)'

P+QO

t (1 e)t'&(x,)+W(x;)—]dx;=1, (12) +~ I
W"(X)(1—e)+W&'&(X) dX (16)

(2)
i1)

2'We assume that the x; are continuous.
"The more general case of P1(x1) WP2(xg) 8 ~ P»(x'n)

for x1 ——x2 ——x3 —— ~ x is treated in J.1, reference I.

'5 For example,

W&'&(X) fW&"(X=x;)W"&(x;)—dx;, where X=x;+x;.
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which is identical with (14) for &«=2

( r +00

~

W"&(X)= ~ W&»(X —x)W"'(x,)dx, ~.

now show merely that if it is admitted to be
true for n quantities, it will prove to be true for
n+1 quantities as well. This can be done by
applying the procedure (10) to (14) and taking

In order to prove the expression (14), we need into account (15):

/+00 fnl
~(X xx+1) (1 «) "+g ) ~

W (X x
& &) (1 «)" " L6(x„+&)(1 —«) +W&'&(x„+&)jdXdx„+&

~~x~ . .=&E~)

r (e) (n t
'6(X)(1—«)'"+'+P

i
W" (X)(1—«)"+'—"+W"'(X)(1—«)"+pi i

W'"+"(X)(1—«)" " dXBX„„=1( VJ =1(&)

(ni
5(X)(1—«)"+'+P

i i
W&"&(X)(1—«)"+'-"

=1 kv)

"+'(& 1
+W&'&(X)(1—«)"+P

i i
W&"&(X)(1—«)"+'-" dX

y=2 (I—i)
f "+' (n+1)

b(X)(1 —«)"+'+P
~

.
~
W&'&(X)(1 —«)"+'-" dX,J.x (17)

since

Equation (17) being of the same form as (14)
and (14) being proved true for n = 2 (by Eq. (16)),
the expression (14) is thus established.

In the limiting case of a=1 all the terms in

(14) except the last one vanish. For ««1 Eq.
(14) can be written as:

the changes X of the total translational energy
of the whole gas (n perturbers+radiator),

W"&(x~)dx,—the probability that the trans-
J4X;
lational energy of a particular nucleus changes
its value by an amount x; and 1 —e the prob-
ability that this energy remains unchanged.

X.is related directly to the frequency actually
absorbed or emitted by the radiator. The ab-
sorbed frequency cv is

" P(X)dX= 8(X)e-'"
4X ~4X

+P
~

~W"&(X)e '" "& dx. (14a)
(n'&

„=1 Lv 3

cv =cop+X/k,

and the emitted frequency

«« = a&p
—X/i«,

(18)

(18a)

Equation (14) or (14a) can be immediately
applied to the pressure broadening of spectral
lines" if changes of translational energy of the
particular perturbers (perturbing atoms or mole-
cules) due to an electronic transition in the
radiator (radiating or absorbing atom) can .be
considered as independent of one another. The
mutual collisions of perturbers with one an-
other are practically irrelevant. In this case

P(X)dX is the probability distribution of
4X

"The same considerations could bc applied with slight
modifications to a system of atoms (e.g. , molecule) with
nuclear movements described by means of normal coor-
dinates,

where coo denotes the frequency of the unper-
turbed line. Obviously X can be both positive
(increase of translational energy) and negative
(decrease of translational energy). Thus, the
intensity distribution is directly given by
probability distribution (14).

It is now clear that if the independence of
nuclear movements is assumed, " it is sufficient
to know W"'(X) (which can be considered as
intensity distribution in the case when only one
radiator and one perturber are present in the
container), in order to calculate successively
W "(X), W '(X), ~ ~ ~ W "'(X), and thus the

"This assumption may, however, not always cor-.
respond to the real conditions,
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cannot be calculated without exact knowledge
of W"&(X) in the whole range of X, and its com-
putation may prove a hard task. Nevertheless,
if one assumes that the eHect produced by the
transits with impact parameters p larger than a
certain -p, can be practically neglected;" i.e. ,

if one assumes a finite sphere of action of inter-
atomic forces, ~ can be estimated roughly even
without relying on the quantum-mechanical
theory developed below. It is of the order of
magnitude of (p,„/R)s, where R denotes the
radius of the container (which we suppose for the
sake of simplicity to be spherical). Thus, e.g. ,

for p, =10 ' cm and R=1 cm, e 10 ". For
ste«1, (1 —e)" "=e '&" "& =1, and the factors
(1 —e)" " can be omitted in (14). In the above
case of p,„=10 ' cm and R = 1 cm, this can be
done if n«10"

As was shown (J.1, reference 1),

i.e. ,

W"'(X)dX: I W&'&(X)dX:
—0!t

p +00

W (X)dX= e: e

e I W&"&(X)dX= t W&""&(X)dX.

Since the W&"'(X) are essentially positive, there

"Strictly speaking this is never the case, the inter-
atomic forces being in principle of infinite range.

total intensity distribution P(X) resulting from
the action of m perturbers present in the con-
tainer. The first term of (14) then denotes that
part of the intensity which survives from the
original intensity of the unperturbed line in its
exact position &e&& (the line being assumed for the
sake of simplicity as infinitely narrow). The term
containing W"'(X) gives the contribution of
single transits, W"&(X) of double, W"'(X) of
triple, W'"'(X) of v fold transits to the
intensity in &e given by (18).

Because of the assumption of infinite narrow-
ness of original spectral line and additivity of the
e6'ects produced by separate perturbers, formula
(14) must be considered as an approximate one.

+00

W&'&(X)dX

must always exist a region of X in which
W&"+"(X)/W&"&(X) is of the order of magnitude
of e.29 Thus, the ratio of any two neighboring
terms in (14), say, of that containing W'"+"(X)
to that containing W'"'(X),

n vW—& "+'&(X) 1

v+1 W&"&(X) 1 —s

is, in this region, of the order of [(n —v)/(v+ 1)]
X[./(1 —.)].If

v
«1,

v+1 1 —e

only single transits are relevant and all the
terms in (14) but the first two can be neglected.
The importance of further terms becomes ap-
preciable at higher densities of gas. The higher
the density of the gas, the farther away from
the beginning of the sum (14) does the most
important term of the sum lie.

III. GENERAL FORM OF W(')(X)

Now we have to proceed to calculate W&'&(X).

The assumption of independence of the move-
ments of the nuclei of a gaseous system con-
sisting of a radiator and n perturbers is equiva-
lent to the assumption that the total eigen-
function of the system P„„,& can be represented
as a product of eigenfunctions P„„,&; representing
the movements of separate nuclei

nucl nucl cq

s

and the corresponding total translational energy
F~ as the sum of translational energies B; of
separate nuclei

—Q P,

In this case (14) can be applied to the calculation
of intensity distribution within a broadened line

if W&"(X) is calculated first for a single couple of

~' It is, however, not generally true that, if the W(")(X)
are decreasing functions of ~X ~, W&"+'&(X) must decrease
more rapidly than W(")(X) does (as sometimes assumed).
So, e.g. , if W(')(X) has the form of a dispersion curve (and
thus all the W(")(X) have the same form as well but with
half width v times the half width of W(') (X)),
W'"+'&(X)/W&"&(X) is an increasing function of ~X~.
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atoms consisting of a radiator and a perturber. "
In order to make possible the application to our
problem of molecular theory as described in

paragraph I, we suppose the above couple of
atoms to be enclosed in a container of finite
volume thus forcing the states of nuclear motion
to become discrete and, in addition, making it
easier to normalize the corresponding eigenfunc-
tions. Thus (3) or (5) and (6) can be immediately
used, the role of vibrational eigenfunctions now
being played by nuclear eigenfunctions. These
eigenfunctions are solutions of Schrodinger's
equation for the two-body problem in relative
coordinates r, which result when the motion of
the mass center is separated. They are discrete if
boundary conditions jf„„,&(R) = 0 are imposed at
the walls of the container (which it is convenient
to regard as a sphere of radius R with radiator
at its center). Thus we obtain two sets of nuclear
eigenfunctions for two combining electronic
states as functions of r. Only the radial eigen-
functions are relevant in our problem (cf. J.1).
The shape of this function depends not only upon
relative kinetic energy and mutual potential
energy of the couple, but upon its angular
momentum as well. Let v' and v" be the radial
quantum numbers (the number of nodes of the
radial eigenfunction), and f' and l" the angular
momentum (rotational) quantum numbers of the
states of nuclear motion in both electronic states
respectively. The radial eigenfunctions P„& and

&» corresponding to the states with quantum
numbers v' and l' (upper electronic state of the
radiator) and v" and f" (lower electronic state of
the radiator) respectively are solutions of
Schrodinger equations:

dPe'v 2jk f+—
~
E;( —V'(r)

dr I2 E
"

l'(f'+ 1)l
IW", =0 (19)

2pr')-
' Cf. J.1, reference 1. The applicability of this pro-

cedure to the calculations involving multiple collisions is
limited to the cases when the mutual potential energy of
the radiator and all the perturbers can be represented as a
sum of the mutual potential energies of separate perturbers
and the radiator. This generally seems to be at best only
very roughly the case; the different orientations of an-
gular momenta of the atoms relative to the axis joining
the nuclei of the couple lead to different potential curves;
these orientations may be disturbed by the presence of
additional perturbers.

2~(+—
~

Z.")"—V"(r)
dr h2E

'
1"(l"+1))

~y„","=0 (19a)
2pr' )

respectively, where p denotes the reduced mass
of the couple, V'(r) and V"(r) the mutual
potential energy of the couple of atoms cor-
responding to the upper and lower electronic
state, B„~ and E„ I," the relative energy values
of nuclear motion in quantum states v', l' and
v", I" which may be found by taking into
account the boundary conditions. We need not
treat in detail the rotational eigenfunctions, the
only effect of which is that in our approximation,
only transitions between nuclear motion states
v', I'+-+v", I" with unchanged angular momentum
l'=l," are allowed. This follows from the or-
thogonality of rotational eigenfunctions. If
instead of the radial eigenfunctions, we sub-
stitute the total nuclear eigenfunctions; i.e. ,

P„gP„& in the integrals (3) or (6) and integrate
over the whole range of variability of respective
angles, only those integrals do not vanish for
which l'=l"."Apart from this "selection rule, "
the angular momentum comes to light in the
centrifugal potential k'l(l+1)/2pr' in Eqs. (19)
and (19a) and thus in the radial eigenfunctions.
The centrifugal potential induces the dependence
on l of the matrix elements D„.„~ (cf. (3), (5) and
(6)). For very large f's, the eigenfunctions of
both sets become practically identical and thus
orthogonal. Hence, practically no transitions
v'&-+v" with v'gv" will occur between states with
sufficiently large I,'s. For smaller values of /, the
dependence of D, „"~on l becomes very marked.
Classically speaking, the effect on spectral lines
produced by collisions depends very markedly
on impact parameter. Thus, it is by no means
justifiable to assume that all the collisions with
impact parameters smaller than a certain "optical
collision radius" po are equally effective, and
those with larger impact parameter are entirely
ineffective.

Let us now assume that the couple is in a
state v", l" (lower electronic state) and consider
all the possible transitions from this state v",

3' Cf. J.1, reference i.
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1"~v', l' (absorption line). In order to obtain
the relative intensity distribution in energy scale,

2

we have to multiply D. ,"l by the density of
nuclear motion energy levels in the upper elec-

tronic state dv'/dE, . For sufficiently large R, the
energy states are dense enough to be treated v'

as a continuous function of P, . The resulting
intensity (or frequency) scale is proportional to

2 2D„. &(dv'/dE„), except, however, for D„„"iwith
v'=v", i.e., for the position co0 of the original

unperturbed line. In this position there will be
always a discontinuity because, obviously, D„. ,"&

with v' =v" is very much larger than any matrix
element with v'&v". The chance of an electronic
transition without change of translational energy
of the nuclei of the couple is very much larger
than that with any change; this follows both
from the above estimate of e and from considera-
tions on the product of nuclear eigenfunctions in

the integral (3). This situation remains practi-
cally unchanged by the fact that, strictly speak-
ing, B„ is not quite exactly equal to E„ for
v'=v", 8, and E.," being dependent slightly on
mutual potential energy of the atoms different
in two electronic states under consideration.

We may, instead of considering the case of a
particular fixed l, allow the l's to be distributed
at random according to a certain partition law

Q(l) Q(l), deno. ting the probability of occurence
of a rotational quantum number l, has to be
calculated later. That is, if we consider the
transitions from the levels with a certain fixed
v" and the l's distributed according to Q(l) to all
existing levels v" with unchanged l's (except
that one with v' =v"), the probability distribu-
tion of the changes of the nuclear motion energy
of the couple (in energy scale) becomes:

W&i&(X) = W&'&(2„. F„,.)—

line:

W&'&(X) = W&"(8, 2,—)

2

=i Q(l) ',""'„',"
l=O

Q(l) dl —(2.1)
S dB„"

The upper limit l,„denotes the largest l occur-
ring in Q(l) or eventually the largest l relevant
in our calculations. For very large l,„the sums
can be approximately replaced by integrals. The
strength

2 2'
S= Q D„„ i gD.——. i

of the electronic transition under consideration
is put in the denominators of (20) and (21) to
secure proper normalization of W&'&(X) as
expressing the probability of occurrence of
X=E„—8„. Expressions (20) or (21) sub-
stituted in (14) (or (14a)) lead to the intensity
distribution normalized so as to give the total
intensity of the line equal to unity. Thus, the
absolute intensity of p& =p&p+(X/li) will be equal
to that given by (14) multiplied by the total
intensity of the unperturbed line. For the sake
of simplicity we have supposed that the width
of the unperturbed line is infinitely small. To
obtain the true intensity distribution with full

accuracy, we should impose on that calculated
in the above way the natural and Doppler dis-
tributions. Generally the corrections for these
effects can be neglected in the wings of the
broadened line. The expressions (20) and (21)
may be used for the most exact calculations.
They become much simpler if Condon's ap-
proximation is considered sufFicient (presumably,
this will usually be so). Since in this case

2

Q D„„"i
1

&msx D d'
=E Q(l)„

L=O

2 2S=Kp' ——Q D. „ i QD;„"i——
v"=1

and D„„"i=RpA.. i [cf. (5) and (6)j, (20) and

(21) become:
lmsx Dv'v"t dv

p &msx
2 dvI

W&'&(X) = Q(l)A. ."i dl
0 S dB„ dE.

and correspondingly, for the case of an emission (absorption line), (20a)
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and

dv
W&'&(X) =

~ Q(l)A. . &
- dl

0 8B„"
(emission line). (21a)

The calculations of W&'&(X) can be carried out
conveniently by the aid of a differential ana-
lyzer. 32

Usually there is more than a single potential
curve in each electronic state. Instead of the
above simple W'"(X) one must use then '

W&'& (X) = a& W~&'& (X)+a~ W~"'(X)+
= Q; a;W,"&(X). (22)

Here, c; denotes the relative abundance of
transitions between two particular potential
curves. a; must fulfill the condition P; a.;=1.
Each W;&"(X) must be calculated separately,
D. , ~ or A, , ~ being dependent on the shape of
different potential curves in both electronic
states. The multiplicity of potential curves
causes a serious difficulty if multiple encounters
come into play, i.e. , at higher densities of gas.
Equation (22) must not be forgotten while cal-
culations for a particular line and gas mixture
are carried out.

For the case ne« i the intensity distribution
far enough from the unperturbed frequency ~0
of the line, and, in any case, outside the half
value width of the natural and Doppler intensity
distribution is according to (14) and (22)
simply:

I(&0) =nk Q, a;W;&"(X)
=nb g, a, W;&'&(h((oo —(o))

= (4/3) 7rR'AN Q„a;W,"'(hh(u), (23)

with W„"(X) calculated as indicated above.
Q(l) and d&&/dE can be calculated easily with

sufhcient

accuracy. Because of difficulties of
exact calculation of D, „"~ or even A, ,"~, we
shall restrict ourselves to calculation of the
asymptotic expressions of A, „"& valid in the
case of heavy nuclei with large kinetic energies
in a limited spectral region of the broadened
line and even then only approximately.

"Cf. C.J.P, and J.C., reference 4; the writer had no
opportunity of using this method.

3 3
Q'(p)dp= pdp= —dp'

R' 2R'

From (25) and (26) we obtain

(26)

Thus"

3A'
Q'(p)dp= (2l+1)dl.

4R'p, E

3k'

(27)

(28}

V. THE DENSITY OF TRANSLATIONAL
ENERGY LEVELS'4

The asymptotic solutions of Schrodinger
Eqs. (19) and (20) for r~~ (i.e. , for V(r)~0
and &&&'I(I+1)/2pr'~0) have the form

P„„,& „&(r)= (2/R) ' cos L(2pZ„) lr/5+ &'&], (29)

where (2/R)'* is the normalization factor securing
the condition

(A)
P.uc&. &(r)« = 1

"In the previous papers the angular momentum was
treated classically.

'4 Cf. J.1, reference i.

IV. CALCULATION OF Q(l)

In our case Q(l) is simply proportional to the
statistical weight 2l+1 of the state 1:

Q(I) =g (2I+1) (24)

The factor g may be evaluated by comparison of
(24) with the classical probability distribution
of the impact parameters for large l's. The
classical value of the impact parameter cor-
responding to the angular momentum ALl(I+1)]&
1s:

p = A j l(l+ 1)/2pE]', (25)

where p, is the reduced mass of the couple and E
its relative translational energy. For large 1's,

Q(l)dl=Q'(p)dp, i.e. , is equal to the chance of
the occurrence of impact parameter within the
limits p and p+dp. For the case of a spherical
container with radius R the classical calculation
gives:

3
Q'(p)d p =—(R' —p')'pd p,

R3

or for the only important case p«R
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(2pE, )& 2v+1R+s=
h 2

(30)

(v integral) and hence the density of transla-

and 8 a phase constant. Imposing the boundary
(A)

condition f„«~,~(R) =0 on (29) we have:

tional energy levels is given by

dv p~R pR
(31)

dE. mh(2E. )& sAP„( ~)
where p„(~)=p, (r) is the value of the rad ia

r =ob

component of the relative momentum of the
couple for r~ ~.

VI. APPROXIMATE CALCULATION OF A„, I BY MEANS OF WENTZEL-
KRAMERS-BRILLOUIN EIGENFUNCTIONS

In order to calculate approximately the integral (6), we shall apply the solutions of Schrodinger's
Eqs. (19) and (19a) in the form of the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin approximation. They can be
written as follows:

(2 'l '* 2pEvi

&R) I(l+1)
2p(E, ( V(r) ) —h'—

r2

(I T

icos
5 ~so

I(l+1) '* (2p( )q l 1
2p(E„„V(r))—5—' dr+ 0 =

~ ~
cos — p(r)dr+ 5, (32)r' K Rp(r) ) k ~.p

where p(r) =[2p(E,~ V(r)) —5—'l(I+1)/r'jl is the radial component of relative momentum of the
couple with reduced mass p and angular ' momentum h[l(I+1)]'. The normalization factor
(2p(~)/R)& follows from the asymptotic form (29) of the solution. Equation (32) is valid only for
r ) r& (r& the distance of closest approach or classical turning point has to be found from the equation
p(r&) =0) and fails in the region of r, We refra. in temporarily from discussion of the phase constant 5

(8 depends on the lower limit of the integral involved in (32) for which we have put r,).
The integral (6) with eigenfunctions (32) becomes:

(p'(") t
*' f'" p'(r), (p"(~)) ' ""p"(r)

A, . q= —I' (, [ cos ~~ dr+6'
) „)cos )

dr+5" dr
R Jp 4 p'(r) J &r, 0 & p"(r) ) Jr(

t.s (p'( )p"(-)&' ( I"p'(r) p"(r)-
cos

i
dr+ 8' —8"

iR J., ( p'(r) p" (r) ) Elr& )

y cos
~

I«h )
The second cosine term is a very rapidly oscillating function of r and thus its contribution to the
value of the integral (33) can be neglected. As to the first cosine term, the most important region
of r is that in the neighborhood of r =r, for which p'(r) =p"(r). It contributes most to the value of
the integral (33) because the oscillation of the first cosine term becomes slowest there (apart, pre-
sumably, from the region of the classical turning point, which, however, we are compelled to omit
here). r. is just that distance in which, according to the classical form of F.C.P. , the transition
p'(r, )~p"(r,) takes place. Hence, the correspondence between the classical and quantum-mechanical

form of F.C.P. becomes apparent. The square of the integral (33) (A„, &) is the probability of
change of translational energy by X=8, —2," equal to that resulting from the classical F.C.P.
for the transition in r, :

X= V'(r, ) —V"(r,) =h(oro —co) =khan. (34)

Neglecting the second term in (33) and developing the integrand involved in the first term in series
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in the neighborhood of r, we obtain:
~" p'(-)p"(-) '

A„„"&=—~ cos — ~ (P'(r) P"—(r))dr+5' —8"
R J rg P'(r)P" (r) h J rg

+— p'(r, ) p" (—r,)+ —(p'(r) —p" (r)) (r —r.)+ dr dr. (35)

Putting r r, =—
g and neglecting all the terms of the series but the two first, we obtain instead of

(35) (if the equality p'(r, ) =p"(r,) =p(r, ) is taken into account and the factor of the cosine term
brought before the sign of integration and its value at r =r, attributed to it):"

(p'( )p"( ))' "" (p'(-) p"(-))' (A„„„&—— cos (n+PP)dg=
( )

cos ] n& ), — (36)
Rp(r ) J Rp(r.) E IP~ j & 4j

where

and

1 —(p—'(r) -p"(r))
2h, dr r=r,

'

2k

f~c
(p'(r) p" (r))—«+ ~'

h J.o
d V'(r)

dr

l(l+1) i
2p(E„.& V'(r)) —h'—

r2

d V"(r)

dr

l(l+1) i

21I,(E„"& V"(r)) —h—'
2f r=r~

(d fl(r) &

1 i dr jr',
(37)

2h p(r. )

with U(r) =X= V'(r) —V"(r) (cf. Eq. (34)). (The restrictions of applicability of (37), mentioned in

J.3, are groundless). Thus (34) becomes:

1 ( p(~) p"(~)2 shl1 ( sl 1 ( p'(~) p"(m)2n h'&1

&Ax =—
IR &,p(r, )pf&dU/drj, r=~,j & 4j R &p(r, )y fdX/dr[&~=F, j &, 4j

The limitations of applicability of this approximate formula will be discussed in paragraph IX.
VII. ASYMPTOTIC INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION DUE TO THE SINGLE ENCOUNTERS

We now proceed to calculate the W&'&(X). From (20a), (28), (31) and (38) we obtain for the case
of an absorption line:

('1 3 h' pRp'(~)p" (n ) 2s.h (W&'& (X) = ' — (2l+1) cos'
i

n& —idl+i"(X, 1&)
Jp 4 pE„"R' xhP'(n)R2P(r, ) p~dX/dr~r=r, ( 4j

( s)
(2l+1)2 cos2

i
n+

3 pl1 4j
,dl+ i (X, li)

4pE„R'~dX/dr(. =., Jo ( V"(r,) l(l+1) l '
—h'

&" I 2yK" «')
V"(r.) l ~ ((2l+1)2 cos'

(
na

3 &. E„"& j &'" 4j
dl+ i.(X, l,), (39)

2 l&(lg+ 1)R
~
dX/dr

~

r r~ J o ( ' l(l+ 1)

E li(«+1)j
"The treatment of p'(r) and p"(r) in the factor of the cosine term as constants equal p(r, ), i.e., equal to their value

in the most important region of integration, constitutes a crude approximation which must not be used if r. does not lie
sufficiently far away from the turning point rl.
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where ll, has to be found from
l, (l,+1)

2'(F„", V"(—r,)) —ks =p"s(r,) =0;
r2

2L+1

l(l+1) ,dl+I X, l(

l, (l(+1)
3r' ( V"(r,)i ' ( l, (l, +1)) &

Rs~dx/dr~. =.. i. &." & & l (l +1)J
and correspondingly for the cape of an emission line

3r s ( U'(r, ) l i ( l, (l,+1)l l
W"'(X)=,

I
1- '

I
1-( 1-

I +i(X, 1).
Rs ~dX/dr

~

r =re E &„) E l&(1&+1))

The asymptotic forms Wg&" (X) of Wt'&(X) are

3r '(1 —V"(r,)/8„.) l

W~"'(X) = (absorption line),
R ~dX/dr~, =,,

3r '(1 —U'(r, )/L&'„.) i
W~&" (X) = (emission line). (41a)R' idX/dr ~.=.,

Before we proceed to discuss (40) and (40a), we shall show that (41) and (41a) lead in the case of
V(r,)/Z„«1 to Kuhn s intensity distribution derived from the classical form of F.C.P.

(40a)

(41)

and

thus l =l~ is the value of l for which r, =rf, , i.e. , the classical turning point. For the upper limit of
integration we have put a provisionally unspecified I&. One could conjecture that the integration
should be extended at least over all l~ll corresponding to all collisions with impact parameters p
smaller than r, '(i.e., smaller than the distance in which according to classical F.C.P. the transition
actually takes place) thus neglecting the region of r outside the classical range of motion. Because
of the failure of W.K.B. approximation in the region of L=/~ it is safer to put l~ &l~ as the upper
limit of integration and add a correction term 1'(X, l~) (depending on X and 1&) which order of
magnitude we shall estimate very roughly later. The more accurate calculations involving eigen-
functions valid in the regions of turning points and outside the classical range of motion would be
very tedious unless carried out by the aid of the differential analyzer.

A further simplification arises if cos (u~s/4) is a sufficiently rapidly oscillating function" ofl. ,

Apart from l, u depends on B. and 8„".In this case cos' (u&s/4) can be replaced by its average
value (cos' (u&vr/4))s„———,'. Equation (39) becomes then:

V"(r„.)):r.s] 1—
W"'X =—

2 l((lg+1)Rs ~dX/dr
~

VGI. THE ASYMPTOTIC INTENSITY
DISTMBUTION

According to (34)

X= U'(r, ) —V"(r„)= A(ts —(os) = I't»,
where co is the frequency resulting from the
classical F.C.P. Hence, one can get immediately
the asymptotic form of the intensity distribution.

"The necessary condition is, that )X~ = (E„~—Z„~~
(

is
suSciently large, or, in other words, the region of frequen-
cies under consideration far enough from the center of the
unperturbed line.

Since h~ is a function of r„r, can be represented
as a function of », say r, =f(») Substituti. ng
X=A(») and r, =f(») in (41) or (41a), and
n = (4/3)sRsAr, where Ar denotes the number of
perturbers per 1 cm', in (23), we obtain from
(23) and (41) or (41a):

( U"(')~:
a" )

Ig(es) = Q a,47rEf'(»)
Id»/dr.

~

(absorption line) (42)
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Perturber +
2000 K 300 K

TABLE I. Values of l/ and ~ corresponding to r, =3.3 AU
for Hg+A and Hg+He.

Thus, the intensity distribution resulting from
the primitive form of F.C.P. has found its jus-
tification on the basis of the quantum-mechanical
theory.

He

158 2. 1

1.5

86 2.3

1.2
IX. LIMITATIONS OF THE APPLICABILITY OF THE

ASYMPTOTIC INTENSITY DISTRIBUTIO N

and
( U"(r.) ) ''

Ig((v) = Q a,4sNf'(h(o)
I
de~/dr,

I

(emission line). (42a)

I~(a&) should be, strictly speaking, averaged over
all B occurring in the gas under consideration,
but since usually the factor in brackets con-
stitutes a small correction only (at least in a
certain range of frequencies), we shall put
simply E= 32kT. Ii(o&) depends on the tem-
perature only through this factor and the de-
pendence is usually only very slight. This
dependence may, however, become much niore
prominent in the region of the line arising from
transitions in the repulsive branches of potential
curves and particularly at the points at which
V=X. Apart from the above factor, (42) and
(42a) are identical with the equation con-
stituting the starting point of the statistical
theories.

For the case of two single potential curves of
the form

U'(r. ) = —C'/r, & and V"(r,) = —C"/r, " (43)

we have

1C' —C" K (K)'i~
r.=f(~~) =

I
li r„"r." . (Aid )

C"
V"(r,) = Dco',

E
thus (42) becomes:

4irNK'«( 2C"Ace'i i

Ig(a)) =
I

1+
~(&~)i+'&" & 3K/T &

'

I

which is identical with Kuhn's'" distribution for
2c"hid/3K' T«1.

'7 The intensity distribution derived in J.3 (reference 1)
diFfers from Kuhn's formula by a factor two; it 'constitutes,
however, a worse approximation than the present one.

Let us consider the case

I
/i'/(/+1)/r'

I
)) I w(d U/dr)

I

instead of (46) we have then:

/i'[/(/+1) ]&«2p(Z —V) r' —li'l(l+ 1). (47)

Obviously (47) can be satisfied only by /&li,
since the right side vanishes for l=l~ and the
left side is always positive. Considering r =r, as
fixed, let us develop the right side of (47) in

series in the neighborhood of /I, . Putting l&
—l =bl

and neglecting all the terms but the first two,
we have

/i'[/(/+1)]i«(2/, +1)5/, (48)

since the first term of the series vanishes for
l =l~. Hence,

[l,(l +1)]&
a/» = K(l,).

2l +1
(49)

Since (39)—(41a) are derived by use of W.K.B.
approximation, the extension of integration in-

volved there beyond the limit l2=l& —Al appears
unjustified. Unfortunately, (49) gives no infor-
mation how much larger 6/ must be than «(/i)
in order to obtain the desired accuracy and how

large is the error committed. Should we assume
that 6/=10 (/ )iseicures a sufficient margin of

The second term in brackets is positive if the initial state
corresponds to an attraction potential curve; otherwise it
is negative.

The main cause of inaccuracy of the asymp-
totic intensity distribution is the failure of the
W.K.B. approximation in the region of the
upper limit of the integration with respect to
/ in (40) and (40a). The condition of validity
of the W.K.B. approximation is:

dP(r)/««f '(r)/&,
or

l(l+1) d V 1 l(l+1) 1

/i' —ii «—2iii(Z —U) —/i' . (46)r' dr fe
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safety, bl would become 18 for l& = 100 and 11 for
l& = 10.Table I is given to illustrate the conditions
in the case of Hg.

Thus it is clear that the asymptotic distribu-
tion (42) cannot be applied to the cases of light
perturbers (or radiators or both) such as H2 or
He (and still more iq the case of electrons as
perturbers). Its application to the heavy atoms
still involves a considerable amount of uncer-
tainty, which may be very roughly estimated.

Presumably, W~&'&(X) is always larger than
would be the true W"'(X), since W~"&(X) is

obtained by extension of the integration in-

volved in (41) or (41a) up to the region of 1 =t&,

where the W.K.B.eigenfunctions and thus A„„' ~

become infinite. This could never be the case if
exact eigenfunctions, which must be finite every-
where, were used; moreover, obviously, the true

2
value of A, „"& can never exceed unity and for

2X/0 must be actually A„„"«(1.In order to get
an idea, if not of the error itself involved in

IA(ca) but, at least, of the order of magnitude of
the proportion of I&(&v) which may be reasonably
considered as uncertain we may proceed as
follows. We assume that we can obtain the right
order of magnitude of f'(X, l~) (cf. (40)) if we

suppose that in the region l~ —l —l& the value of
2

A, ,"& remains constant and equal to that at l&,

That is, l in the denominator of the integrand in

(40) may have the value l=/& in this whole

region. We now carry out the integration in-

volved in the first term between the above
limits (l&, l, ) under this assumption. This pro-
cedure may lead to a value of Wz&" (X) which
is too small since the true W'"(X) grows prob-
ably when l increases from l& to lf,. We thus
obtain:

f l, (l +1)i '

i'(X, l,) =0 -', Wg&'&(X)
i

1 —
i

. (50)
l &(«+1))

Now

li(l&+1) (1,—Al) (l& —Al+1)

&&(4+1) 1&(1&+1)
(2l&+ 1)Al

(51)
l((if+1)

Putting Al=b&&(l&), where the factor b&1 may
be chosen large enough to give a sufficient

margin of safety, we obtain from (40), (49)—(51)

W&" (X) = W &'&(X) 1 —Oi — i, (52)
t'1 b

& 2 [&&(1&+1)j')
and thus

(1 b
I(co) =Is(cu) 1 —Oi— (53

&2 [l,(l, +1)$&i

The term b/2[l&(l&+1) j1 represents the presumed
order of magnitude of the proportion of I~(co)
which may be considered as uncertain. Its de-
pendence on l& is rather slight, and thus it does
not inHuence considerably the slope of the inten-
sity curve. It vanishes for lf~~, and thus the
asymptotic distribution becomes equal to the
true one for l &

——~, nevertheless, even for
Hg+A at 1000'K (large l's) it reaches 0.4 for
r, =3.3A if value 6 =10 is assumed. Possibly our
estimate is overpessimistic (as the experimental
results seem to indicate), but until more exact
calculations are carried out, there is no reason
to be more optimistic. Certainly a still larger
degree of uncertainty is involved in the results
of all theories describing the nuclear movements
classically.

The second source of error which may be dis-
cussed here is the approximate computation of
integral (36). We therefore extended the limits
of integration from —~ up to + ~ (instead of
0 and R). This may be justified only in the case
when the phase of cos (a+P$) grows rapidly
enough with &; in any case it is necessary that
the phase should increase by at least s while p

grows from 0 to r, . Thus, the necessary condition
for the applicability of the above procedure is
that ~Pr. '~ »r or

(54)

For ~X~ =5K/r", this becomes

(55)

Expression (55) shows that our approximation
ceases to be valid for large r„ i.e. , for the region
of the center of the line. In the case of Hg+A
and T= 1000'K, (55) leads to the restriction of
the asymptotic distribution to the frequencies
corresponding to the transitions in r, &6.4X10 '
cm in agreement with experimental results of
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Kuhn. "For Hg+H~ at the same temperature
r, &2.1 &(10 ' cm.

One could suppose that for very large r, (large
l's) the perturbation theory could be successfully
applied" in order to obtain the intensity dis-
tribution of the central part of the broadened
line, but, presumably, suSciently accurate cal-
culations by this method would be as tedious as
those carried out by means of (20) and (21) or
(20a) and (21a) and certainly less accurate.

~g K., reference 10.
'9 J.2, reference 1.

The shift of the maximum of the intensity is
not considered here. It would result from (14)
for high densities of perturbers if calculations of
particular cases involving the effect of multiple
encounters were carried out. Apart from this, a
shift may also be caused by the displacement of
translational motion energy levels due to the
perturbations of these levels by mutual potential
energy of the radiator and the perturbers. The
last eAect, however, is not included in our
approximation.
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The classical problem of the dielectric ellipsoid involves the determination of the field
within a homogeneous, isotropic, dielectric ellipsoid when it is placed in a uniform electric field.
In the present generalization, both the ellipsoid and the medium in which it is placed, although
still homogeneous, are anisotropic and also possess conductivities which are anisotropic.
The principal axes of the ellipsoid, of the two dielectric tensors, and of the two conductivity
tensors, may all be differently oriented. The external field, although uniform in space, varies
sinusoidally with time. The condition specified in the last sentence is consistent with the
electromagnetic field equations only in a region whose maximum dimension is small compared
with X/2m where ) is the wave-length which corresponds to the frequency in question. Thus the
solution given here is restricted by the condition that the maximum dimension of the ellipsoid
must be small compared with X/2m.

INTRODUCTION

' 'N the application to practical problems of
~ ~ Wiener's general theory' of the electrical and
optical properties of heterogeneous materials, the
writer has found it desirable to have the solution
of a generalization of the dielectric ellipsoid
problem. The solution of this generalized problem
is presented in this paper.

The classical problem of the dielectric ellip-
soid involves finding the field within a homo-
geneous, isotropic, dielectric ellipsoid when the
ellipsoid is placed in a uniform electric field. In
the present generalization, the ellipsoid is aniso-

' Otto Wiener, Abhandl. d. Sachs. Ges. d. Wiss. 32, 509—
604 (1912).

J. A, Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory (McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc. , New York, 1941), pp. 211—213.

tropic and has a finite electric conductivity, and
the medium in which it is imbedded is likewise
anisotropic and conducting. Furthermore, the
electric field, which is uniform except for the dis-
turbance produced by the presence of the ellip-
soid, varies sinusoidally with time. The conditions
that the electric field be uniform in space and
that it vary sinusoidally with time are evidently
inconsistent with the electromagnetic field equa-
tions, but the conditions may be satisfied to any
desired degree of approximation by making the
dimensions of the ellipsoid sufficiently small com-
pared with the wave-length which corresponds to
the frequency in question. Accordingly, the solu-
tion obtained here holds only for the case in
which the maximum dimension of the ellipsoid
is small compared with c/co where c is the velocity


